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President’s Corner
by Clyde Payton, President

I had a very interesting and pleasant

experience recently which I would like to

share with you.  It was a SCHOOL FIELD

TRIP.  Seventh and eighth grade children

from the Howard Middle School in

Monticello, Florida came to visit my

Blacksmith Shop.  Many times I have

packed up my portable rig and gone to

demonstrate at various schools, but this time, instead of

“Mohammed going to the mountain, the mountain came to

Mohammed”.  There were thirty-six children - thirteen and

fourteen-year-olds, two chaperones, one bus driver, and one

wonderful teacher - Miss Theresa Stubbs - all arrived in the

b iggest yellow

school bus that

I’ve ever seen.  

I don’t mind

telling you I

really had SOME

ANXIETY about

this many

children clustered

around a

demonstration in

my shop.  However, all this

worry wa s for nothing!.... as

you will soon see.

First, I had the good sense to

ask Michael Murphy (our

immediate past Newsletter

Editor) to come do the actual

demonstrating for these kids. 

Next I drafted the help of my

own personal saint, Vi

Payton; a wonderful fellow FABA member, Mr. Lew Wagar;

and a wonderful neighbor, Mr. Gene Windham, to help

“supervise”.  I was to do the “lecturing” and answer questions. 

As it turned out, this cadre of supervisors and chaperones

turned out to be overkill.

This was an exceptionally well-behaved group of kids!  There

were no injuries, no lost tempers, no blown fuses, nothing

smashed, and nothing trashed!  They seemed fascinated by Mr.

Murphy’s very able sparkling iron demos and they also asked

some surprisingly sophisticated questions.  Kids sure are smart

these days!  They spent about three hours in my shop and I

don’t know who enjoyed it the most - THEM OR ME!

Happy Hammering.

Clyde Payton
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Upcoming Events
The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community.  Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA)

sponsored events are highlighted in bold typeface.  The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere.

Come to more than one if you can.  W e hold regular monthly meetings in each region (except that we all try to get together

at one Statewide Meeting each quarter) on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW -2nd, SE-3rd, SW -last.

The actual dates may vary from month to month; check the schedule below.  Our meetings are informal gatherings around

the forge.  Prospective members are always welcome.  Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools, or just

watch.  Most meetings run from 9AM to 4PM, and you'll need to bring a lunch if you stay all day, unless otherwise noted.

If you have any questions about meetings please contact the Regional Coordinators listed below:
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Northeast Region: Bob Jacoby (904) 260-9981 jacoby@southeast.net

Northwest Region: Dr. Ed Crane (850) 893-3212

Southeast Region: Charlie Stemmann (561) 964-8834 stemmann@aol.com

Southwest Region: see announcement by the Prez below....

August, 1999
NE Aug 07 Barberville - we will review the site plan for the October 1999 FABA Conference, work on small projects,  and 

continue cleaning up the treadle hammer for the October Conference raffle.

Aug 14 FABA NE Region is sponsoring a joint FABA-NOMMA meeting at Jack Klahm’s shop in Ocala.  NOMMA 

(National Ornamental & Miscellaneous Metals Association) Florida Chapter is a professional metal-working 

organization ($250/year membership).  FABA will provide lunch for the group (possibly a low boil).  Jack Klahm 

will demonstrate.

NW Aug 14 Meeting at Ed Crane’s home in Tallahassee.  Jeff Mohr will be demonstrating joinery techniques (mortise and tenon ,

collars, rivets etc.  etc.)  Jeff will also demonstrate forging techniques using “ THE BULL”  air hammer. We also 

plan to start making chain links for the chain project proposed by ABANA.( See the June CB about this)  Everyone

who wishes will have a chance to make a link for the ABANA chain and will get recognition as a linkmaker . This

promises to be an interesting meeting.

SE Aug 21 Yesteryear Village  fair grounds and will be a work party meeting to get more done on the new blacksmith shop.

SW Aug 28 to be announced

September, 1999
NE Sep 04 to be announced

NW Sep 11 Pioneer Settlement blacksmith shop at Sam Atkins park in  Blountstown, Fla.  We plan to have members making

items for sale at the annual Goat Day celebration in Oct.  Chairman Bill Robertson asked me to remind board 

Members of a board meeting re- utilization of this shop.

SE Sep 18 Matty Spinelli’s shop in Okeechobee, FL 

SW Sep 25 to be announced

ANNOUNCEMENT:
Mr. Tom Rolfe called me today to resign as the Regional Program Coordinator for the Southwest Region.  Of our four

regions, the Southwest seems historically to be somewhat less than “ACTIVE” ?!?!  Geography - so far - has been cited as the principle

reason for this.  There is a great deal of creditability in this for the lack of an always full calender of events in the Southwest Region. 

After all, it’s a very long way from Key West to Naples, to Fort Meyers, to St. Petersburg, and Tampa!

Do we need to divide the “Southwest” Region into the South Florida and the Southwest Region??  Or, the Tampa Bay

Reion and the Southwest Region?  Do we need to have is as is and just have two coordinators for this area??  I need your input - so,

come on Southwest members - please give me your suggestions.

Right now we need a replacement for Tom.  We’ve got lots of members in this area and more are joining every month.  I

know there is a good coordinator somewhere in Southwest Florida.

SO ... COME ON  - give me a call at 850 / 997-3627                     Clyde Payton, President
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Answer to Last Month’s Whatzitt?
Clyde Payton

The disc-shaped “gizmo” made of aluminum is called a

TINKER’S DAM, also called a MENDER.  Its function

is to stop up a leaking hole in a bucket, pot, or pan.  Not

too many years ago the Tinker’s Dam was a common

item to be found in every “5 & Dime” store - nowadays,

you never see such anymore - and neither do you see the

“Ten Cents” store, or the  “5 & Dime” store (remember

Woolworth’s?). [They’ve been replaced by the “Dollar

Store”! - ed.] They were most usually marketed on a

stiff paper CARD much like needles and buttons were

sold.  You would ask the clerk for “a card of menders”

just as you would ask for “a card of shirt buttons”.

To apply this three-piece unit you would select a dam

size appropriate to the hole to be mended.  The larger of

the two discs was centered over the hole on the outside

of the pan and the smaller was centered over the hole on

the inside.  Next, from the outside the rivet was inserted

through the large “washer” hole, then through the hole in

the pan and then through the hole in the inside “washer”. 

 Next the entire assembly was set upon a small anvil and

the TINKER would “brad” or head-up the shank end of

the rivet with a small hammer and - if necessary - a rivet

set.  After a delicate planishing of this very malleable

metal, the pan was ready for service.

In Rural America of old it was a common sight to see an

itinerant worker astride his horse or mule, or in a two-

wheel cart or wagon, traveling through the countryside

plying his trade as a TINKER.  He was skilled in various

minor kinds of mechanical work, or a “Jack of all

trades”, if you will.  His stock-in-trade was to mend an

array of household and kitchen items such as pots, pans,

buckets, and lamps.  He carried the necessary small tool

kit to do this work.

The TINKER’S DAM (called a DAM because it

dammed up a spill) could be bought from this traveling

artisan and you could do your own repairs or, for a few

pennies more, you could get the Tinker to do it for you. 

This handy little disc was very inexpensive, hence the

old saying, “NOT WORTH A TINKER’S DAM”.

We had two respondents - Ron Childers and Pete

Blanchette – who had the correct answer.  Ron actually

takes issue with Clyde - while agreeing that the item is a

mender, Ron maintains that a Tinker’s Dam was a soft

metal plug (an amalgam including asbestos) which rarely

worked - hence the expression.  Ed.

SE Meeting -August 21

NW meeting - August 14NE meeting - August 07
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In Remembrance

Celebrating Mike Schmidt's Life as a Blacksmith

Bob Jacoby

The Northeast Region lost another dear friend on July 2nd

when Mike Schmidt passed away.  Mike was just 53-years

old.

Mike's original interest in blacksmithing came from his

passion for technical books and learning.  He got his first

hands-on experience with P.J. Schrimsher who, at the time

was the resident blacksmith at the Pinecastle Settlement in

Orlando.  When P.J. headed off to Germany, the resident

blacksmith torch was passed on to Mike, who in turn,

passed it on to Tom Kennedy.  Mike made quite a few

trivets during his days at the Pinecastle Settlement.

Mike enjoyed working with the big stuff, one of his larger

projects in recent years was a dining room table he made

out of 5/8" square stock with concentric-scroll legs.  Mike

also worked with Greg Webb to build some Blacksmith

Helpers.  And, Mike provided the ram and controls when

Bill Stapleton, Harry Blackdeer, and he built a Batson

hydraulic press for Billy's shop.

In fact, Mike was responsible for getting Billy Stapleton

involved in FABA.  Billy had been assembling kit knives

for a number of years and Mike was continually after him

to come to a FABA meeting.  The meeting that he dragged

Billy to happened to be the one at J. C. Hawkins' shop in

1994 where Ronnie Fowler was torch cutting a knife

guard.  And Billy was hooked, hit his first hot metal

shortly thereafter at Jim Corbet's shop, and has now

become an accomplished knife maker.  Because Mike

Schmidt was a good friend and worked hard to share

something he loved with his buddy.

Tom Kennedy, who is temporarily working in Japan,

remembered Mike in an e-mail:

Mike shared his shop space with me when I had no shop

and let me take over at Pinecastle when he was planning

to pour a slab for a shop at his home.  He was going to

watch my stuff at the shop while I was away and also help

to make a stand for some fireplace tools he, Bill Stapleton

and I had made for the Pinecastle Settlement during the

last Pioneer Days.  I can't say enough good things about

Mike, he represents everything that I enjoy about ABANA

and FABA, good friends, great fun and unrestrained

learning and sharing of knowledge.  He will be greatly

missed, and I hope that I can help carry on the tradition

with the same sense of fun and zeal, that he shared with so

many.

You never know how much time you've got.  But every

day you can have a positive impact on the people around

you.  Mike Schmidt certainly did as he shared his

enthusiasm for blacksmithing and the fellowship of FABA

with others.  Mike Schmidt, born: February 9, 1946;

entered into rest: July 2, 1999.

Soapbox
Steve Bloom, Editor

Below is the second call for nominees - and to date, no-

one has stepped forward.  Think about that for a bit.  I’m

now into my eighth month as Editor – and the number of

articles submitted by the membership (excluding the

coordinators – thanks be to the coordinators!) has been, to

be generous, sparse.  Does anyone out there have an idea

to encourage submissions?

Several things are in the works - like a revised scholarship

program, a FABA web site, and a top-notch program for

the October Conference.  Details will be made available

when they stabilize (see below for Conference details).

CALL FOR NOMINEES

We have six positions on the Board which will become

vacant on December 31, 1999.  The term of service of

these six positions will run from January 1, 2000 through

December 31, 2001 - two years.

These Board positions are:

OFFICE INCUMBENT

PRESIDENT Clyde Payton

VICE PRESIDENT Bill Roberts

PROGRAM CHAIR Ray Roberts

TRUSTEE # 1 John Butler

TRUSTEE # 2 Jerry Grice

TRUSTEE # 3 Ray Reynolds

We need nominees for these vital positions now, so that

we can construct and mail out the ballot for a general

election.  If you would like to volunteer for one of these

board positions please write or call CLYDE PAYTON.

Any FABA member can “run” for these offices.  (FABA

reimburses board members for expenses incurred in

performing FABA travel and business.)

I can’t overemphasize how important is your willingness
to help.  So please pitch in and volunteer for one of these
positions.

CALL: (850) 997-3627
WRITE: Clyde Payton

Rt. 3, Box 124-D, Payton Road
Monticello, FL 32344-9455

Conference Preview
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Ray Roberts

Plans are well advanced toward another fabulous
weekend on the 9  and 10  of October down Barbervilleth th

way.  This is the first report to the membership of the
XIV Florida Artist Blacksmith Association Statewide Fall
Conference.  

This year will be an architectural blacksmithing blowout
with two nationally recognized award-winning
blacksmiths as demonstrators.  Jerry Grice, who has made
a speciality of making artifacts to withstand the rigors of
the marine environment, will be forging in aluminum and
demonstrating the strategies and unique requirements for
success in this nonferrous medium.  

The other demonstrator is in fact talented as an artist as
well as a working smith.  Corrina Mensoff sculpts in iron
and copper and if you attended the last two Madison
Conferences, you saw fine examples of her work.  

A couple of years ago a fine young and talented smith
moved to Florida from his native Georgia.  Jeff Mohr of
the Mockingbird Forge now produces his beautiful
ironwork in Crawfordsville.  He demonstrated at the last
two Madison conferences and examples of his work now
grace the homes of Kenny Rogers, Evander Holifield, and
the Dutch ambassador.  He will forge fireplace
equipment.

The bladesmith will be Master Smith Charles Ochs of Ox
Forge.  He is planning to demonstrate the production of
one of his biig knives and to show us how to convert a
ball-pein hammer into a classy tomahawk.  This I must
see.

On Sunday afternoon Bill Robertson has a special treat
for us.  He will demonstrate image formation in steel by
chasing.  I have seen examples of his work and they are
artful and very elegant.

But wait a minute!  What if, I say what if one doesn’t
want to watch a demonstration?  What else is available?

Well, in blacksmithing, there are beginner and
intermediate classes.  Rick Jay will teach you to make
copper roses or Bill Will will teach leatherwork.  On the
other hand, one could attend Belle Ochs’ class in
scrimshaw, or an encore performance class in book
bindery with Alan Mouchan, and new this year, we have
classes in oak withe basketry under the tutelage of
Alfonso Jennings.  Alfonso excels in this native craft
from the selecting and harvesting and splitting of oak to
weaving the basket.

The foregoing, ladies and gentlemen, is the briefest
announcement about the conference.  Shortly, you should
receive the conference brochure with more details.

One final note: FABA has again contracted with the
University Inn in Deland at the reduced rate of $41.95
(plus tax) per night.  It would be wise to reserve early.
Call 1-800-345-8991 for reservations.

Northeast Regional News
Bob Jacoby, Northeast Regional Coordinator

The July NE Region meeting of was held at the Pioneer

Arts Settlement in Barberville, Florida on July 3rd.  We

had a great turnout especially considering the fact that it

was a long holiday weekend.  FABA past-president Tico

Rubio brought along a fantastic lunch of some of the

biggest sandwiches I'd ever seen.

Lester Hollenbeck, Thurmond Chaffin, and Allen

Hardwicke forged catfish skinning pliers.  And those

pliers must strike fear in the hearts of catfish everywhere

because after they were finished, there wasn't a catfish to

be found in all of Barberville!  The catfish must have

caught wind of the project, and scrambled while the get'n

was good.  Similarly, several years ago, Allen Hardwicke

brought an Alligator Gig that he had made to one of our

meetings.  It wasn't long before we had talked Allen into

gigging a few imaginary alligators right there in the

Pioneer Arts Settlement parking lot.  I don't remember

which I enjoyed more, Allen's craftsmanship, or watching

him gig those imaginary prehistoric creatures.  Either way,

we haven't seen any real gators in Barberville since!

Remember when you were little how big your dad

seemed?  Twenty-five years ago I forged my first knife out

of a huge nail on an anvil located on the basement floor.

Several years later, I learned that metal was much easier

to forge if you heated it first!  But I loved that nail knife;

carried it for years - cold shuts and all!

My son Robert is now 8 years old and was been bugging

me about coming to Barberville to forge a knife.  I fondly

remembered my first knife and searched all over to buy

the biggest nail I could find.  At Barberville, I first

(inadvertently) taught Robert how to make a "sparkler"

out of steel.  After a bit of trimming, and a lot of
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8-year-old hammer blows, we had fashioned a respectable

(if not oddly shaped) knife.  I was basking in a

self-congratulatory glow, when someone pointed out to

both young Robert and his prideful Dad, "Hey, nice knife

- if you want to fight a stick of butter!"  At which point I

taught Robert his first, and most important blacksmithing

lesson - if you're going to hang with this crowd, you'd

better have a pretty thick skin!

The picture of Robert at the forge shows him working on

his "second" knife/sword.  As you can see from the picture

- it ain't gonna be no butter knife!

Finally, my "design team" which consists of Dale Marsden

from Ocala, and Hugh Mueller from Belleview gave me

the final sign off on my shop plans.  I've now got all the

permits pulled and have started construction on my shop

in Jacksonville.  Also, I'm benefiting greatly from

concrete-masonry-unit (de)construction techniques, as

taught to me by Pete Peterson of Winter Haven.  And

rounding out the FABA design/build team is Dave Kemp's

brother, who is based in Jacksonville, and helped me

install a security fence recently.  By the time this shop is

built, you'll be referring to me as, "Tom Sawyer on

Steroids"!

See you in August!

Northwest Regional News
Dr. Ed Crane, Northwest Regional Coordinator

June Meeting

Our regional meeting was held Sat. June12 at Rick Jay's

home and shop in Fountain, FL located on 231 north of

Panama City. Rick has quite a large shop that is well

suited for his metalworking/blacksmithing business.

Almost everyone knows of Rick's skill with an acetylene

torch and plasma cutter. He demonstrated how his large

plasma cutter can follow a pattern and cut out multiple

repeat shapes. There were numerous questions which Rick

handled with ease . Rick has a rose pattern that he cuts on

the plasma torch. He demonstrated making a rose with

these rose petal parts. Quite impressive!!!

Rick is the proud owner of a new "BIG BLUE" air

hammer that he acquired at the Madison conference.

There was some demonstration of its capabilities and

several members took it for a test run.

We were blessed with good [but hot] summer weather.

There were 20 or 21 in attendance. We were glad to see

several familiar and several new faces from Ala. and Ga.

Larry Murdock from Dothan, Ala. was a first timer.

Welcome Larry  Come visit with us again.

Rick's better half furnished us delicious fried chicken and

all the trimmings [beans, slaw, chips, etc.] and several

choices of dessert. We offer many thanks for this great

lunch.

After lunch I noticed that "Murf" Murfy cornered Rick for

a demo of cutting large pipe using a torch. We learned a

few tricks. Murf had a few other items for Rick to cut too!

Thanks to Rick and his bride we had a very enjoyable and

interesting meeting.

July Meeting

On Sat. July 19, 1999 our regional meeting was held at
the home and shop of our former president Ray Roberts
in Monticello Fla.  There was an excellent attendance
[28].  President Clyde signed up 3  new members. 

John Butler of Havava, Fla. Gave an excellent
demonstration of knifemaking as it was done prior to
1840 using wrought iron for the body of the knife and 
high carbon steel for the cutting edge.  A groove was cut
in the edge of the wrought iron and a small wedge of steel
was welded in using a propane forge.  After the knife was
forged to shape a belt grinder was used to refine the knife.
It was then hardened and tempered and maple scales were
used for the handle. Linseed oil finish will be applied to
the handle and the edge sharpened.  This very nice pre
1840 knife will appear in the auction at the meeting in
Barberville in Oct.

Before the knife was completed we enjoyed grilled
hotdogs ,baked beans ,etc. and cold drinks.  Thanks for
the lunch Ray.

As usual, there were some tailgate sales and lots of side
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conversations with questions, answers, and free advise on
blacksmithing subjects.

Thanks to our host Ray and to our demonstrator John
Butler for an interesting and informative day.

Southeast Regional News
Charile Stemmann, Southeast Coordinator

The June southeast region meeting was held at Gerry

Jamison's shop in West Palm Beach. Gerry covered some

of the things he learned at a class he took at the Campbell

Folk School. The first thing that he covered was how to

make a tenon. He used an anvil helper that he made for

producing the square edges on the piece. After  reheating

Gerry than used the blacksmith's helper he had set up in

his treadle hammer to start the drawing out of the tenon.

he then finished out the tenon with a hammer on the anvil.

At this time is when he stress the importance of a radius at

the base of the tenon. If at the base of the tenon has a

sharp corner it will crack and break off. The radius at the

base helps to prevent that. The use of the monkey tool was

covered. The monkey tool should have a lead in radius to

into the hold this will match the base radius and the tool

is to insure a square at the base of the tenon.The next

thing Gerry covered was how to make a square corner by

upsetting. Gerry used a piece of 1/2 inch. square stock.

After bring the metal to temp, he bent the metal at about

a 45 degree angle. He said it make's it a lot easier to

produce a square corner this way. After heating again he

hit the end of the piece square on and upset the mat'l to

where it was needed. Then it was put on a sharp edge of

the anvil and the bend was finished. It was then reheated

and the corner was trued up. Another thing that was

covered, making of scrolls. Gerry showed us how he 

makes scrolls by anvil and hammer. As he was doing that,

he was also explaining that if you are making more than

three scrolls you should make a scrolling fixture. Mainly

because it becomes more difficult to make them all the

same. The last thing that was covered was punching holes.

This brought up a discussion of the type of material to

make the punches out of. The materials that were

mentioned, H13 and S7. I think both  are good for hot

work tools. It can depend what you are doing with them.

Gerry served lunch it was very good and seemed to be

more than enough. Thank you Gerry for a good lunch and

a very informative meeting.

“Classified” Advertisements

Position Available: Ornamental Iron Shop Manager.  Min
3 yrs experience supervising & job scheduling.
Knowledge of layout, fabrication, & installation.  Mail
resume to: Designs in Metal, Inc., 5701 Derek Ave.,
Sarasota, FL 34233 (Fax to 941-922-0397)

Tools for Sale: Post vises & assorted tools.  Lewis
Riggleman, Ram’s Head Forge 352-521-3515
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FABA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association, Inc.

Chapter of ABANA, Inc.
Date __________   NewG       Renewal G

Name_________________________________
Address_______________________________
_____________________________________
   City                         State            Zip
Phone:Home_____________Work:_________
E-Mail______________________________
Spouse’s Name:________________________

If you do not wish to be listed me in the printed FABA directory,
please check the box to the right G 

Send this application and a membership fee of $20.00
to

Lydia Burns, FABA Treasurer
66 Summerwind Circle
Crawfordville, FL 32327

Make check out to FABA.  The FABA membership
year begins May 1.  New memberships received after
December 31 also cover the following year. 
Membership is for a family.  You don’t have to be an
ABANA member to join FABA, but many FABA
members are, and we encourage membership in both
organizations.

ABANA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Artist Blacksmith Association of North America, Inc.
Name__________________________________

Address________________________________

_______________________________________
 City                                   State             Zip
Phone__________________________________
The undersigned applies for membership in the Artist
Blacksmith Association of North America and
encloses ______ as annual membership dues for one
year.  Checks must be in U.S. funds.  Membership
includes a subscription to the Anvil’s Ring and The
Hammer’s Blow.

Credit Card No.___________________________
VisaG MasterCardG
Expiration Date__________________
G Full time Student(1 yr only) $35/yr
G Regular membership $45/yr
G Senior Citizen (age 65+) $40/yr
G Overseas Surface Mail $60/yr
G Overseas Airmail $80/yr
G Contributory Membership $100/yr
G Public Library Subscription $35/yr
Call (314) 390-2133 to charge your membership to
VISA or MasterCard, or make out a check to
ABANA and send to :

ABANA
P.O. Box 206
Washington, MO 63090

FABA Officers

President Clyde Payton 850-997-3627
Vice President Bill Roberts 352-687-2959 robertsb@pig.net
Treasurer Lydia Burns 850-421-4852
Secretary Karen Wheeler 352-486-4370
Program Chairman Ray Roberts 850-997-4403
Newsletter Editor Steve Bloom 352-528-6508 sab@gnv.ifas.ufl.edu 
Past President Ray Roberts 850-9974403
Trustee #1 John Butler 850-539-5742
Trustee #2 Lewis Riggleman 352-521-3515
Trustee #3 Jerry Grice 850-421-4788
Trustee #4 Ray Reynolds 561-793-2452

mailto:robertsb@pig.net
mailto:sab@gnv.ifas.ufl.edu
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FLORIDA ARTIST BLACKSMITH ASSOCIATION
Steve Bloom, Editor
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The Florida Artist Blacksmith Association(FABA) - Chapter of Artist Blacksmith Association of North

America, Inc., is a 501(c)(3) non-profit educational organization whose purposes are to teach, promote,

and preserve the art of blacksmithing.  Contributions are tax-deductible to the extent provided by law.

FABA publishes the Florida Clinker Breaker monthly, and FABA membership includes a subscription.  W e

solicit correspondence and unpaid articles on any subjects related to FABA’s purposes.  ABANA chapter

newsletters may reprint non-copyrighted material if it is credited to the author and this newsletter.  You

need the publisher’s permission to reprint copyrighted material unless otherwise noted.
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